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“Nine Island is a crackling incantation, brittle and brilliant and hot and sad and full of sideways
humor that devastates and illuminates all at once.” —Lauren Groff, author of Fates and Furies

Nine Island is an intimate autobiographical novel, told by J, a woman who lives in a glass tower on one of
Miami Beach’s lush Venetian Islands. After decades of disaster with men, she is trying to decide whether to
withdraw forever from romantic love. Having just returned to Miami from a monthlong reunion with an old
flame, “Sir Gold,” and a visit to her fragile mother, J begins translating Ovid’s magical stories about the
transformations caused by Eros. “A woman who wants, a man who wants nothing. These two have stalked
the world for thousands of years,” she thinks.

When not ruminating over her sexual past and current fantasies, in the company of only her aging cat, J
observes the comic, sometimes steamy goings-on among her faded-glamour condo neighbors. One of them, a
caring nurse, befriends her, eventually offering the opinion that “if you retire from love . . . then you retire
from life.”
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From reader reviews:

Janelle Smith:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a book will give you a lot of new
info. When you read a e-book you will get new information due to the fact book is one of many ways to
share the information as well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make you actually more
imaginative. When you looking at a book especially fictional works book the author will bring one to
imagine the story how the figures do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other folks.
When you read this Nine Island, you are able to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours book.
Your knowledge can inspire different ones, make them reading a e-book.

Larry Hudgens:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their free time with their family, or
all their friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic in the
park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something different to fill
your free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book can be option to fill your totally free time/
holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of guide that you should read. If you want to try
look for book, may be the reserve untitled Nine Island can be great book to read. May be it might be best
activity to you.

Celeste Silver:

You can spend your free time to learn this book this reserve. This Nine Island is simple to deliver you can
read it in the playground, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring the printed
book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save the book in your smart
phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Susan Douglas:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside with friends, fun activity along with family or just
watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by looking at a book.
Ugh, think reading a book can really hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It alright you can
have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Nine Island which is keeping the e-
book version. So , try out this book? Let's see.
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